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BIG QUESTION:
    Can we demonstrate a position-
driven pursuit response for certain 
classes of stimuli?
Approach:
     Delayed Visual Feedback
     (see Background panel at left)
Motivation:
     Previous work suggests pursiuit 
responses combine signals from 
volunatry and reflexive pathways with 
different properties, which respond to 
different stimuli.
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Conclusion
    Can we demonstrate a position-
    Driven pursuit response for certain
    Classes of stimuli?
    TODAY'S ANSWER:  Not yet...
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Vigorous oscillation seen with conventional target
Twinkle target oscillates only after learning
“Static” target show mixed response
     Figure from Mulligan, Stevenson & Cormack (2013), 
showing proposed architectural model of pursuit control 
system, with portions relevent to this poster highlighted.
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Space-time plots showing time (top-to-bottom), 
and one spatial dimension for the four classes 
of stimuli studied.Figure from Goldreich, Krauzlis & Lisberger (1992).
Figure from Goldreich, Krauzlis & Lisberger (1992).
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